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Bathtub BOV 01-66
True High Gloss™
Fogo Island Inn

THE PUREST FORM OF LUXURY ™
With over 30 years of experience manufacturing products for the modern bathroom, 
WETSTYLE is shaped by a passion for design and superior quality supported by unrelenting 
attention to detail. Through a marriage of original design, exceptional craftsmanship and 
superior materials, WETSTYLE focuses on manufacturing soaking bathtubs, sinks and 
furniture for the contemporary bathroom environment.
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CRAFTSMANSHIP
Bold design, superior materials and a unique manufacturing process 
distinguishes WETSTYLE. Reminiscent of European workshops of a 
long-gone era, each product is made-to-order in Montreal, Canada, 
and every design is an original artisanal labor of love benefiting from 
meticulous attention to detail.
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Awards

*  As awarded by The Chicago Athenaeum: Museum of Architecture and Design

UV 
resistantAntislip

Winner 2015
Green Good Design Awards *

Thermal 
insulation Lightweight SeamlessRepairable

WETMAR BIO™
All WETSTYLE bathtubs, sinks and shower receptors are made of WETMAR BiO™. 
An industry first, WETMAR BiO™ is an eco-friendly thermo-insulating material made primarily 
from a mix of Mother Earth’s natural ingredients – soy and mineral stone. WETSTYLE has 
pioneered a proprietary and code-compliant recipe that uses soy and vegetable extracts 
to replace the petrochemical-based resins in heavy use by the industry. In the spirit of Pure 
Design and Pure Craftsmanship, WETSTYLE is proud to offer the industry’s purest and most 
environmentally friendly material.

Naturally stain-and bacteria-resistant and harder than acrylic, it offers a non-slip surface, 
superior strength and increased heat insulation. WETMAR BiO™ is available in True High 
Gloss™, Matte and Dual finishes.
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Bathtub BC 04 
True High Gloss™ 

WETSTYLE, 
AN ECO - FRIENDLY CHOICE
WETSTYLE is staunchly green-minded in both its products and practices. WETSTYLE’s  
low-energy footprint can be attributed to, among other things, the company’s unique artisanal 
manufacturing process by which products are created almost entirely by hand from start to finish. 

WETSTYLE’s products are hand-forged locally in Montreal, Canada, ensuring that fuel and 
transport costs are a fraction of volume-based manufacturers who outsource production 
to overseas factories. Woods used in WETSTYLE’s furniture collections are harvested from 
renewable forestry, and the company’s scrupulous efficiency in production enables a waste 
and scrap rate of less than 1%.

High-quality materials and timeless design ensure product longevity and durability, and ease 
of repair minimizes waste and energy consumption.



THE TULIP COLLECTION™
Keyword: Freshness

The highly archetypal TULIP bathtub carries a classic form into the second 
millennium, keeping the best of both worlds.

This journey celebrates the sensuality of spring as the first blooms burst forth from 
the ground, their silky petals unfurling into delicately curved tips.

Organic in inspiration, the flawlessly smooth volume shoots up into two distinct 
angles at each end, one rising slightly above. Opening like a tulip, an exquisite 
curve crowns the tub, inviting the body to become one with the form.

Made from WETMAR BiO™ and available in True High Gloss™, Matte or Dual finish.

 — Integrated overflow, soft toe-touch drain and Plug & Bathe drain connection
 — Bathtub length: 64.8” (1646 mm)
 — Vessel sink length: 21” (533 mm)

FREESTANDING

Bathtub positioning




Bathtub BTP 01 
Dual finish


Vessel sink  
VTP 821A Matte
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FREESTANDING

Bathtub positioning

2012 Good  
Design Awards

THE COUTURE COLLECTION™
Keyword: Refinement

Dipping one’s foot into this tub is like slipping into the folds of haute  
couture design. The COUTURE collection induces the bather to immerse willingly 
in a graceful design dedicated entirely to sensual pleasure.

The bathtub and vessel sink draw their inspiration from the fluted perfection of the 
seashells that dot the ocean floor. The shape, a splendidly smooth interior and 
a gently faceted exterior, is modernity made material. In this delicate origami, the 
comfort of the seated position is rivalled only by that of the more pronounced slope.

The innovative spirit of this asymmetrical concept rests on classic  
foundations that will ensure its timelessness.

Made from WETMAR BiO™ and available in True High Gloss™, Matte or Dual finish.

Limited edition: 2,000 units to be produced.

 — Integrated overflow, soft toe-touch drain and Plug & Bathe drain connection
 — Bathtub length: 65.5” (1664 mm) 
 — Vessel sink length: 21” (533 mm)




Bathtub BCR 01 
True High Gloss™
Vessel sink  
VCR 821A Matte  
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THE CUBE COLLECTION™
Keyword: Versatility

The bathtubs come in models that are either perfectly rectangular or slightly tapered.

They can be adapted to any bathroom configuration, with installation in the 
centre of the room, against a wall, in a corner, recessed against 3 walls, or in a 
sunken design. The edges extend up to a width of 7 in. (17.5 cm).

The sleek design of the lavatories and the vessel sinks represent a modern 
version of the stone washbasins still used in the French countryside.

Made from WETMAR BiO™ and available in True High Gloss™ or Matte finish.

 — The timeless design of rectangular shapes
 — Integrated overflow, soft toe-touch drain and Plug & Bathe drain connection 

on all bathtubs
 — Integrated overflow optional on all lavatories and vessel sinks
 — Bathtub lengths: 60" - 72" (1524 - 1829 mm)
 — Lavatory lengths: 18" - 72" (457 - 1829 mm)
 — Vessel sink lengths: 15" - 54" (381 - 1372 mm)

FREESTANDING 1 WALL 2 WALLS 2 WALLS ALCOVE

Bathtub positioning (varies with models)




Bathtub 
BC 03 Matte


Lavatory 
VC 24 Matte
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Bathtub BC 08 
True High Gloss™ 


Vessel sink VC 848A 
True High Gloss™ 



THE BE COLLECTION™
Keyword: Nature

A new attitude, inspired by ecology, is emerging. We yearn for a return to our origins, rediscovering simple 
pleasures and natural beauty. The Be collection expresses that desire through shapes Nature herself could 
have created.

The freestanding bathtub and vessel sinks imitate a shell of exotic fruits filled with rainwater, an impression 
that is enhanced by a peaked seam and fluid curves. Be provides grounds for dreams that evoke memories 
of nutshells sailing on childhood streams.

Contemporary design infused with organic shape—simple and sinuous.

Restore, rejuvenate, relax—Be.

Made from WETMAR BiO™ and available in True High Gloss™, Matte or Dual finish.

 — Transitional organic design inspired by the shell of a walnut
 — Integrated overflow, soft toe-touch drain and Plug & Bathe drain connection on all bathtubs
 — Integrated overflow optional on all vessel sinks 
 — Bathtub lengths: 65" and 66" (1651 and 1676 mm)
 — Vessel sink lengths: 21.75" and 36" (551 and 913 mm)

FREESTANDING

Bathtub positioning




Bathtub BBE 01 
True High Gloss™
Vessel sinks VBE 821A 
True High Gloss™
Vanity M 6010WM
Mirrored cabinet M58ME


Bathtub BBE 01 
True High Gloss™
Linen cabinet M 16LN 

Furniture displayed 
in Oak Wenge
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Bathtub BBE 02 
True High Gloss™


Bathtub BBE 01-SHELF 
True High Gloss™ 
Shelf in Walnut Natural
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THE OVE COLLECTION™
Keyword: Sensuality

Oval-shaped with narrow or wide edges, the bathtubs are like personal cocoons, 
sanctuaries from the outside world, guaranteed to alleviate your stress and wash 
away your worries.

Designed to be aesthetically pleasing from all angles, Ove models are ideal for 
bathrooms that open into adjoining bedrooms.

The lavatories and the vessel sinks come in round, elliptical or rectangular models 
with oval interior basins, for single or double use.

Made from WETMAR BiO™ and available in True High Gloss™ or Matte finish.

 — Design inspired by Japanese soaker tubs
 — Integrated overflow, soft toe-touch drain and Plug & Bathe drain connection 

on all bathtubs
 — Integrated overflow optional on all lavatories and vessel sinks 

(except for VOV 815)
 — Bathtub lengths: 62" - 72" (1575 - 1829 mm)
 — Lavatory lengths: 24" - 48" (610 - 1219 mm)
 — Vessel sink lengths: 15" - 48" (381 - 1219 mm)

FREESTANDING

Bathtub positioning




Combination 
C 24 Brushed finish + 
VOVS 24 Matte
Vertical mirror 
C 2819B


Bathtub BOV 02 
True High Gloss™
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Vessel sinks VOV 815A 
True High Gloss™


Bathtub BOV 01-62 
True High Gloss™



THE CLOUD COLLECTION™
Keyword: Transition

The Cloud bath lives somewhere between the past and present; its flared 
shape evokes a vintage feel, while its flowing lines and solidity are rooted in the 
contemporary, making it the perfect match for transitional tastes.

A gently curved base gives this bathtub a distinctive style; a simple rounded base 
can be substituted for a more traditional look.

Made from WETMAR BiO™ and available in True High Gloss™ or Matte finish.

 — Integrated overflow, soft toe-touch drain and Plug & Bathe drain connection
 — Bathtub length: 62” (1574 mm)
 — Available with or without the decorative base

FREESTANDING

Bathtub positioning




Bathtub BCL 01 
Matte


Bathtub BCLB 01 
Matte
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THE WAVE COLLECTION™
Keyword: Fluidity

The Wave bath reflects the movement of the ocean and blends harmoniously 
with any bathroom. Its unique form adds a sense of style, softness and originality 
to the room. Comfort remains paramount, thanks to the high-back design of the 
tub, making it perfect for reading or relaxing.

Less than 58 inches long, Wave is a freestanding model that can easily fit in 
standard bathrooms measuring 5 x 8 feet.

Made from WETMAR BiO™ and available in True High Gloss™ or Matte finish.

 — Integrated overflow, soft toe-touch drain and Plug & Bathe drain connection
 — Bathtub length: 57.5” (1463 mm)


Bathtub BWA 01 
Matte 

FREESTANDING

Bathtub positioning




Bathtub BWA 01 Matte
Vanity ELR 30WM
Lavatory VELXS 30 Matte
Uplift Mirrored Cabinet ELR 30MU

Furniture displayed in Mozambique
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THE STRAIGHT COLLECTION™
Keyword: Simplicity

The Straight bath evokes simplicity, softness and purity, thanks to its sleek lines 
and rounded edges. These elements come together to create a sensation of 
lightness, as if Straight were born to become one with its surroundings.

Straight’s dimensions are ideal for small spaces and its rectangular, contemporary 
look, softened by its curves, lends an elegant feel to today’s bathrooms. The 
bathtub’s subtly inset base adds an extra touch of refinement.

Made from WETMAR BiO™ and available in True High Gloss™ or Matte finish.

 — Integrated overflow, soft toe-touch drain and Plug & Bathe drain connection
 — Bathtub length: 59” (1497 mm)

FREESTANDING

Bathtub positioning




Bathtub BST 01 
True High GlossTM
Vanity FRL 48WM
Lavatory VCS 48L 
Mirrored Cabinet FRL 48ME

Furniture displayed in
Walnut Natural No Calico


Bathtub BST 01 
True High Gloss™
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THE GLACIER COLLECTION™
Keyword: Discretion 

Glacier is a CSA-approved and ADA-compliant ZERO-threshold™ shower 
receptor with an integrated linear-style hidden drain. This  integrated channel 
drain and WETMAR BiO™ channel cover integrate invisibly into the floor.

Made from WETMAR BiO™, a non-slip surface, the Glacier shower receptor is 
available in True High Gloss™ or Matte finish.

 — ZERO-threshold™ design 
 — Slip resistant
 — Concealed linear drain
 — CSA/IAPMO approved, ADA compliant
 — Shower receptor sizes: 

36" x 36" – 41" x 41" – 36" x 48" – 60" x 32" – 60" x 41" – 60” x 36” 
(914 x 914 – 1041 x 1041 – 914 x 1219 – 1524 x 813 – 1524 x 1041 – 1524 x 914 mm)

1 WALL 2 WALLS ALCOVE

Shower receptor positioning

2 WALLS

2013 Good  
Design Awards




Shower receptor   
DG 6041 True High GlossTM 

Cube wall-mounted seat  
STC14WM 

 
Shower receptor  
Concealed linear drain
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THE DC COLLECTION™
Keyword: Minimalism 

The DC collection—a series of low-threshold shower receptors available 
in True High Gloss™ and matte finishes.

In keeping with simple and clean forms, the DC collection provides an option for 
elegant low-threshold design for the shower environment.

Made from WETMAR BiO™, WETSTYLE’s eco-friendly stone composite 
material, the shower receptors are slip-resistant, and offer easy-care cleaning 
maintenance. No membrane or floor slope  construction is needed, saving 
installation time and costs.

 — Low-threshold design 
 — Slip resistant
 — Shower receptor sizes: 

36x36 – 41x41 – 48x36 – 48x48 – 60x30 – 60x32 – 60x41 
(914 x 914 – 1041 x 1041 – 1219 x 914 – 1219 x 1219 – 1524 x 762 – 1524 x 813 – 1524 x 1041 mm)

 — Shampoo holder size: 14" x 14" (356 x 356 mm)

1 WALL 2 WALLS ALCOVE

Shower receptor positioning

2 WALLS




Shampoo holders NC 14 
Shower receptor  
DC 6041 True High GlossTM


Shower receptor  
DC 4836 True High Gloss™
Cube bench STC 14FS
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FLOATING SINK 
BRACKET SYSTEM
Keyword: Purist

 — Designed to enable WETSTYLE lavatory-style sinks to be wall mounted, precluding the need for a vanity 
or a full console

 — Available with or without decorative trim
 — Bracket system and decorative trim made of pure stainless steel
 — Bracket system fits most Cube VC, Cube Metro VCM and Ove VOV lavatories
 — Decorative trim fits most Cube VCS and Ove VOVS lavatories
 — Decorative trim available in brushed or mirror finish

With decorative trim 

 
Mirror from C Collection™ 
C 1946 Mirror finish
Lavatory VCS 48
Decorative trim WM 4822-DT Mirror Finish
Decorative bottle traps MT 2000-CPB

 
Mirror from C Collection™ 
C 1958 Mirror finish
Lavatory VC 60
Bracket system WM 6022
Decorative bottle traps MT 2000-CPB



Bracket system onlyWith decorative trim 
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THE DÉCO COLLECTION
Keyword: Elegance

With its flowing lines and curved finishes, the Déco collection reinvents Art Déco style with a 
modern twist, bringing softness and simplicity to the bathroom. Smooth textures combined with 
the warmth of wood accents take relaxation to a new level, immersing you in a world of elegance 
in the bath. 

Déco offers many other combinations with a range of finishes, including brushed stainless steel, 
satin brass or matte black for legs and handles, premium quality oak, walnut, torrified eucalyptus 
and Mozambique wood as well as several different shades of lacquer. The collection is available 
in three versions: wall or floor-mounted and free-standing vanities. Déco comes in various sizes 
and in single or double-basin versions, making it suitable for any room. One final flourish – 
the interior of the drawers is made from the same wood as the exterior, sparing no attention to 
detail. Free-standing cabinets come equipped with an inner pull-out drawer.

 — Floor-mount, wall-mount or freestanding vanity options
 — 22” depth vanity: 24” - 60” length (610 - 1525 mm)
 — Mirror: 24” - 60” length (610 - 1525 mm)
 — Déco lavatories also available separately in 7/16” or 2” height

 
Floor-mount vanity DCO 60FL 
Mirrors DCO 2430MR
Lavatory VDCOXS 60

Furniture displayed in in Oak Coffee Bean, 
Matte Lacquer White and Brushed Stainless Steel
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Floor-mount vanity DCO 60FL
Lavatory VDCOXS 60 
Bathtub BCLB 01 Matte

Furniture displayed in Torrified Eucalyptus,  
Matte Lacquer White and Satin Brass Stainless Steel
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Floor-mount vanity  
DCO 30FL
Lavatory  
VDCOXS 30 Matte

Furniture displayed in 
Mozambique, Matte 
Lacquer White and Matte 
Black Stainless Steel


Wall-mount vanity 
DCO 48WM
Lavatory  
VDCOXS 48 Matte
Freestanding vanity 
DCO 36FS

Furniture displayed in 
Walnut Natural and  
Matte Black Stainless Steel


Drawer interiors fully 
finished and coordinated 
to exterior finish, shown 
here in Oak Natural



THE FRAME LINEA COLLECTION™
Keyword: Timeless

Frame Linea is the next generation of the award-winning Frame collection, inspired by traditional Japanese 
architectural elements, combining elegance with function.

Equipped with deep drawers to maximize storage space, Frame Linea has built-in handles sculpted in solid 
wood. To bring a more contemporary touch to this timeless furniture, optional white glass drawer facades are 
available in polished or matte finish. 

The collection includes a high-capacity linen cabinet with mirrored front to solve all your storage needs. It also 
adds depth to the space, as do matching medicine cabinets. The cabinets feature a high-end aluminum 
frame and offer a mirrored interior, perfect for make-up, as well as electric sockets for charging toothbrushes, 
razors and other accessories. Optional LED mood lighting and defogger function can be added to the 
mirrored doors.

Frame Linea can be combined with WETSTYLE’s Cube and Déco collection washbasins to complete the look.

 — 22” depth vanity: 24” - 72” length (610 - 1829 mm)
 — 18" depth Metro vanity: 18" - 42" length (457 - 1067 mm)
 — Mirrored cabinet available in 24” - 72” length (610 - 1829 mm),
 — Linen Cabinet: 16” length (406 mm)

 
Drawer hand pulls crafted in solid wood
Drawer interiors fully finished and coordinated  
to exterior finish

 
Vanity FRL 60WM
Lavatory VDCOS 60 Matte
Mirrored cabinet FRL 60MEL
Linen cabinet FRL 16LN
M Collection towel holder M 60TH

Furniture displayed in Oak Coffee Bean
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Mirrored cabinet
Aluminum frame and console finished 
in Nu Nickel color; mirrors at the 
back of the cabinet and on the 
back of the doors; extra-clear glass 
shelves; electrical outlets (standard) 
and push-button switches for mirror 
defogger (optional) and LED mood 
lighting (optional)


Optional white glass inserts 
for drawer fronts
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Vanity FRL 48WM-L
Lavatory VCS 48L Matte
Mirrored cabinet FRL 48ME
Linen cabinet FRL 16LN

Furniture displayed in Walnut Natural No Calico

Mirrored cabinet installation

Surface-mounted Recessed



THE M COLLECTION™
Keyword: Modular

The M Collection’s minimalist, modular design provides unparalleled flexibility and freedom to create a  
one-of-a-kind sanctuary. Boldly geometric and Japanese-inspired in spirit, the five components comprising 
the group come in an array of sizes, three materials and nine finishes, allowing for myriad configurations.

The line is crafted from renewable hardwoods, which are selected, assembled and stained by hand. 
Premium-quality touches including beveled edges on the cabinetwork, concealed European hinges and 
slow-closing drawers made of solid dovetailed maple speak to WETSTYLE’s obsessive attention to detail. 
And the collection’s beauty and quality are much more than skin-deep: even the interiors of the drawers  
and cabinetry are fully finished.

 — 22" depth vanity: 24" - 72" length (610 - 1829 mm)
 — 18" depth Metro vanity: 18" - 42" length (457 - 1067 mm)
 — Mirrored cabinet available in 16" - 70" length (406 - 1778 mm),  

19,5" or 30" height and in surface-mounted or recessed options

 
Wall-mount vanity M 6018WM
Lavatory VCS 60T Matte
Mirrored cabinet M 5830ME
Linen cabinet M 16LN
Towel Holder M 32TH
Storage cabinet M 58ST
Bathtub BC 04 Matte

Furniture displayed in Torrified Eucalyptus
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Wall-mounted vanity M 6010WM
Lavatory VCS 60 True High Gloss™
Storage cabinet M 58ST
Mirrored cabinet M 58ME
Freestanding vanity M 3618FS
Linen cabinet M 16LNR

Furniture displayed in Oak Smoked


Wall-mounted vanity MM 3018WM
Lavatory VCMS 30 Matte
Mirror cabinet M 2830ME
Towel holder M 60TH

Furniture displayed in Oak Stone Harbour Grey

Mirrored cabinet installation

Surface-mounted Recessed
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Storage furniture Cube 
bathtub MCF 60-NR
Freestanding vanity M 3618FS
Wall-mount vanity M 4810WM
Lavatory VCS 48 True High Gloss™
Storage cabinet M 46ST
Mirrored cabinet M 46ME
Linen cabinet M 27LN


Storage furniture Cube 
bathtub MCF 60-NR
Mirrored cabinet M 46ME
Storage cabinet M 46ST
Freestanding vanity, inner 
pull-out and drawer M 3618FS

Furniture displayed in Walnut Natural



THE ELEMENT RAFFINÉ COLLECTION™
Keyword: Scandinavian

The Element Raffiné collection is the perfect embodiment of Scandinavian design: beauty through 
simplicity, featuring pure lines without any extra embellishment. The impeccable quality and finish of this 
minimalist collection lend an elegant and serene atmosphere to the bathroom. Element Raffiné will blend in 
seamlessly with both contemporary and classic decors. The collection is made up of three storage units: 
vanity, mirrored cabinet and linen cabinet, available in various sizes.

The vanities are equipped with top-quality Blum drawer slides, a horseshoe-shaped master drawer allowing 
for maximum storage space, and a hidden pull-out drawer. Each component is a testament to the attention 
to detail in this collection, which also includes a line of washbasins with Matte or True High Gloss™ finish 
and fluid design elements.

 — 20" depth vanity: 24" - 72" length (610 - 1829 mm)
 — Mirrored cabinet: 24" - 72" length (610 - 1829 mm)
 — Linen Cabinet: 16" length (406 mm)
 — Element lavatories also available separately in 5/8" height: 

24" - 72" length (610 - 1829 mm)

 
Drawer interiors fully finished and coordinated  
to exterior finish, shown here in Walnut Natural

 
Vanity ELR 39WM
Lavatory VELXS 39 Matte
Lift-up mirrored cabinet ELR 30MU
Linen cabinet ELR 16LN

Furniture displayed in Oak Natural 
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Vanity ELR 60WM
Lavatory VELXS 60
Lift-up mirrored cabinet ELR 60MU
Bathtub BOV 01-62 Matte

Furniture displayed in Walnut Natural
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Lift-up mirrored cabinet ELR 60MU


Linen cabinet ELR 16LN

Furniture displayed in Oak Plank Effect Mocha 



THE F COLLECTION™
Keyword: Storage

 — Available in a wide variety of colors and finishes
 — Nautical-grade finish for highest possible 

moisture resistance and durability
 — Two or four drawers, depending on length
 — F120, for vessel sink or Cube Metro series 

lavatory combination
 — F124, for lavatory combination
 — Vanity lengths: 24" - 72" (610 - 1829 mm)

 
Vessel sink 
VOV 821A True High Gloss™
Furniture F 120-36 in Oak Natural

 
Lavatories VC 24 True High Gloss™
Furniture F 124-66 in Walnut Natural
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THE Z COLLECTION™
Keyword: Zen

 — Available in a wide variety of colors and finishes
 — Nautical-grade finish for highest possible 

moisture resistance and durability
 — One, two or no drawers, depending on model
 — Z118, for vessel sink combination
 — Z120, for vessel sink or Cube Metro series 

lavatory combination
 — Z124, for lavatory combination
 — Vanity lengths: 24" - 72" (610 - 1829 mm)

 
Vessel sink 
VBE 821A True High Gloss™
Furniture Z 120-36 in Walnut Natural

 
Lavatory VOV 836A True High Gloss™
Furniture Z 120-42 in Oak Natural
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THE C AND C METRO COLLECTIONS™
Keyword: Clinic

The bathroom is increasingly considered to be a beauty lab. With lines that 
express the essential and employing ultra-clean materials, Collection  C 
subscribes to this strong trend. 

The vanity contrasts the clinical rigor of steel with the tactile, almost fleshy 
softness of WETMAR BiO™. Cleansing products and cosmetics are exhibited 
on the shelves. Water pipes are left in view. Nothing is hidden: transparency is 
the new idea of purity.

 — Brushed and mirror finish
 — Invisible joints provide an extra level of refinement
 — The finish on the C Collection™ is achieved through  

sequential sanding and polishing
 — There is no chrome plating or chemicals employed
 — May be combined with any Cube VCS or Ove VOVS integrated countertop
 — Mirror configuration: vertical or horizontal
 — 22" depth console: 24" - 60" length (610 - 1530 mm)
 — 18" depth console: 20" - 42" length (514 - 921 mm)

 
Combination 
C 24 Mirror finish + VCS 24 True High Gloss™

 
Combination 
C 60 Mirror finish + VCS 60 True High Gloss™
Vertical mirrors C 2819 Mirror finish
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Combination
C 48 Mirror finish +  
VCS 48 True High GlossTM


Combination
C 24 Brushed finish + VOVS 24 Matte 
Vertical mirror C 2819 Brushed finish
Bathtub BOV 01-62 Matte



THE C2 COLLECTION™
Keyword: Slimline

The tubular lines and minimalist style of the C2 collection create a hip, modern look for an urban environment. 
Thanks to its sleek structure, C2 features a small, uncluttered footprint, making it ideal for small bathrooms.

The base of the console unit is made of matte black stainless steel rungs and can be equipped with an 
optional storage drawer in natural walnut. In addition to being practical, the drawer adds contrast and a touch 
of warmth. A matching mirror with a walnut shelf and free-standing towel rack complete the collection.

C2 consoles can be combined with the WETSTYLE Element collection sinks in either the 24” or 30” sizes. 
These washbasins with rounded edges are available with overflow trims that feature an optional matte black 
finish to seamlessly integrate with the rest of the collection.

 — Console with optional Walnut Natural drawer: 24" or 30" length
 — Mirror with Walnut Natural shelf: 19'' length
 — Towel holder: 22" length

 
Console C2 30CO
Wall-mount drawer C2 30DR
Lavatory VELXS 30
Mirror C2 19MR
Towel holder C2 22TH

Furniture displayed in Matte Black Stainless Steel and Walnut Natural
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COMPLEMENTS
Keyword: Complementary

Shower Seats and Bench
 – Seat made of soft polyurethane foam, white or grey
 – Water-resistant
 – Wall-mounted Cube Seat folds down
 – Available in mirror or brushed stainless steel
 – 24" Cube wall-mounted seat is ADA-compliant 

The Round Platter 
 – Fits BC02, BC03 and BC04 bathtubs
 – Available in True High Gloss™ or matte WETMAR BiO™

The Head-Back Rest 
 – Fits any Cube Collection™ bathtub (except BC 12/BC 14)
 – Available in black or white

The Head Pillow 
 – Fits any WETSTYLE bathtub
 – Made of self-adhesive and water-resistant soft polyurethane gel
 – Available in white

The Niche Collection
 – Freestanding or wall-mounted
 – Available in a wide variety of colors and finishes 


Cube bench STC 14FS


Cube shower seat STC 24WM 




Round platter RP 1134 
True High Gloss™


Freestanding niche S 2158 

 
Head-back rest HBR 25  

 
Head pillow HP 01
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OVERFLOW AND DRAIN FINISHES
Washbasins and bathtubs

Brushed Nickel #BN

Washbasins: No Trim overflow #NT
Bathtubs:  No Trim overflow and choice of drain finish #PCNT, BNNT, SBNT or MBNT

Satin Brass #SBPolished Chrome #PC

Matte Black #MB



Walnut Natural #11 Walnut Natural No Calico #12

Walnut Chocolate #16 Oak Natural #1

Oak Coffee Bean #37 Oak Smoked #38

Mozambique #82 - PREMIUM Torrified Eucalyptus #81 - PREMIUM

WOOD SAMPLES
The Furniture Collection’s extensive 
range of materials and finishes makes 
it easy to create a look for virtually every 
taste and decor. Walnut, Oak and 
Premium options are hand-finished 
with four coats of a special marine 
grade sealant, a finish designed for 
boat decks, ensuring moisture, stain 
and damage resistance and earning 
the highest rating (Level 5) offered by 
the American Woodworking Institute. 
For a bold, futuristic aesthetic, 
the collection are also available in 
Lacquer finishes.



Oak White #5 Matte Lacquer White #21

Oak Stone Harbour Grey #36 Matte Lacquer Stone Harbour Grey #28

Oak Black #31 Matte Lacquer Black #29

Oak Wenge #2 High Gloss Lacquer White #41 



Nu Nickel #NUBrushed #B

Mirror #M

Matte Black #MB (powder-coated)

White #51 
— also available in White Matte #61
(With safety film backing)

Brushed Steel #BR

Satin Brass #SB (PVD)

Stainless Steel
For C Collection and  
Floating Sink Decorative Trim

Stainless Steel
For Déco vanities

Aluminum
For Frame Linea mirrored cabinets

Glass
For Frame Linea vanities

SAMPLES
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